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ECO ( like others Stellar tokens ) is an absolutely 

distributed form of digital  money which is adaptable and 

well-disposed to use. ECO enables online payments and

 transactions to be sent specifically from one party or person

 to another without using intermediary.

ECO is based on the Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP) and we

are building a platform which is secure, easy-to-use and

where people can convert ECO tokens to their fiat 

currency very fast and without paying any conversion fee.
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Why ECO ?
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ECO is a platform where conversion of crypto to fiat

is fast and easy. While existing solutions offer to  

solve just one problem at a time, our team is building a secure, 

useful and easy-to-use product based on the Stellar 

blockchain. It includes easy cryptocurrency payments 

integration, and even a digital arbitration system. At the 

end, our aim is to convert the cryptocurrencies without 

any conversion cost like deposit and withdrawal fees.
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Our Vision

“Helping People, Trust People all over the World
and quickly completed any transaction.”

ECO is a platform to trade anything as quicky as
possible. While existing solutions offer to solve
 just one problem at a time, our team is up
to build a secure and easy-to-use product
based on Stellar blockchain.



Stellar was forked off of the Ripple convention in 2014 
and the group has rolled out numerous exlusive 
improvements.
The gathering at Stellar blockchain says the framework
can without a lot of a stretch handle 1,000 exchanges
simultaneous. Exchange settlement time is assessed
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  Why Stellar ?
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at 2-5 seconds.
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Worldwide Transactions:
 Stellar Blockchain is fast and secure so validate transactions around
 the World is easy.

Scalability:

Track Prices:
ECO token is listed on differents exchanges like StellarExpert, Nomics, 
StellarPort, StellarTerm and you can be notified if a change in the 
price occurs.
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Stellar Blockchain is robust and every day the scalability and the
health of the Network is proven.



Number Of Tokens For Sale:

10 000 000 000 ECO
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Supply of ECO Tokens

70%

10%

10%

5% 5%

Sales

Distributed to community
Campaign
Advisors
Founders and Team
Reserved Funding
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65%10%

5%

5%

15%

Sales

Crowd Sale

Team

Advisors and Partners

Airdrop and Referrals

Reserved for ECOsphere
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ECO token is listed on the following exchanges:

• Stellarport.io

• Interstellar.exchange

• Nomics

• StellarTerm

• PROBIT (coming soon)
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Exchanges
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The Three Pillars of 
our Technology

Decentralization
Transparency

Immutability
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LOBSTR Wallet is a Simple and Secure Stellar Wallet. LOBSTR 
is a great way to get started with Stellar. LOBSTR Wallet is 

Simple, smooth and secure, it has all what it takes to 
manage your ECO tokens wisely.
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LOBSTR Wallet
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LOBSTR Wallet can provide the following incentives to 
your ECO Tokens:
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Manage Assets:

With LOBSTR Wallet you can send and receive your request ECO tokens
easily, using friendly memorable addresses similar to email.

Decentralized Trading:
LOBSTR Wallet has direct access to Stellar Decentralized Exchange 

(SDE) which means that you can buy and sell ECO tokens from 
your wallet.

Secure Storage:

For maximum security, you can enable 2FA and setup Multisig.
You are the only person who can access to your ECO tokens.
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Benefits of using ECO

Real Time Update:

ECO shows you live prices of
your tokens. It can track prices 
and setup alerts to be notified 

when its price fluctuates.

Cloud Based:

ECO is Cloud based which 
means that all of the information 
is stored online and can be 
accessed for further use.

No Transaction Fees:

ECO is a platform where 
you can validated transactions
from anywhere without any
transaction fees.

Instant Operation:

ECO lets the users perform 
instant operations. The users 
can easily and quickly validated
operations from anywhere to
anywhere within 2~5 secs.

ECO provides many benefits which of them are:
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Our RoadMap

Juanuary 2022
MVP (minimal Valuable 
Product) of the platform
and beta releases

March 2022IEO preparation and
Marketing / Social parts

June 2022

December 2022 African / Indian Markets
Openings

September 2022

Production ready
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Lauch of IEO

Partners
SponsorShips
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